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February 2021 

The Official magazine of the GOLD COAST ANTIQUE AUTO CLUB 

First sunrise for 2021 at Surfers Paradise. 

A 1925 Rolls Royce New Phantom. 1925 was the 1st year of the new  
model from Rolls Royce after the Silver Ghost.  Picture by Sohan Parekh 
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Gold Coast Antique Auto club: PO Box 228, Mudgeeraba, Qld, 4213 

Email: thegcaacsecretary@gmail.com  Website: http://www.gcaac.com.au 

Club meetings are held 2nd Monday of every month (except January)  

at 7.00pm for 7.30pm start.  Visitors welcome 

Street Address: 238 Mudgeeraba Road, Mudgeeraba Q 4213  

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the editor or  

officers of the GCAAC.  Whilst all care is taken to ensure the technical information and advice 

offered in these pages is correct, the editor and officers of the GCAAC cannot be held  

responsible for any problems that may occur from acting on such advice and information. 

Position Name Phone Email 

President Colin Hayes 5525 3312    

0409 825 913  

president.gcaac@gmail.com  

Vice President Peter Amey 5525 0250 

0407 374 196 

vicepres.gcaac@gmail.com  

Secretary Richard 

Brown 

0417 704 726 thegcaacsecretary@gmail.com 

Treasurer David Mitchell 5577 1787 treasurer.gcaac@gmail.com  

Events  

Coordinator  

Bill Budd 0409358888 rally.gcaac@gmail.com 

Dating Officer Bill Budd 5535 8882  

0409 358 888  

dating.gcaac@gmail.com 

Publicity Officer Peter Jones 0413 379 410 publicity.gcaac@gmail.com  

Editor Karen Hayes 0403 506 635 editor.gcaac@gmail.com  

Spare Parts & 

Property 

Graham  

Tattersall 

5554 5659 property.gcaac@gmail.com  

Librarian/

Historian 

Wayne  

Robson 

5522 8000 

0409 610 229 

historian.gcaac@gmail.com 

Hall & Social  

Officer 

Leonie Brown 07 5563 0559 social.gcaac@gmail.com 

Life Members: Graham Hetherington, Peter Harris, Margaret Hession, Graham  

Tattersall, Bob Simm, Peter Jones, Leo Janssen. 
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Editor’s Report 

 

HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYONE. 

Unfortunately we still have the dreaded Covid with us, but 

as of the 1st February the borders will be open and the big 

roll out for the Vaccine does not seem too far away on the 

horizon, after which more events will start appearing and we 

may be able to breath a little easier. 

This months’ magazine covers the last two events of 2020 

and activities held in January along with what’s coming up, 

and a story from Bob Theobald looking back in time. 

I send a hearty cheerio to all of you who have been affected 

by these trouble times, and the ones who have, for one  

reason or another, been unable to attend club events. We are 

thinking of you. 

Hopefully you will find some joy in reading our magazine. 

 Wishing you all well, stay safe. 

Happy Motoring,          Karen Hayes 
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GCAAC EVENTS  

FEBRUARY 

February 3rd Committee Meeting—Clubhouse @7.00pm 

February 8th General Meeting and Supper — Clubhouse - 7:30pm   

February 14th Sunday Club Run — to Boonah and Beaudesert 

February 20th Cars n’ Coffee 

February 24th  Wednesday club run - TBA 

MARCH 

March 3rd Committee Meeting—Clubhouse @7.00pm 

March 7th Sunday Club Run—Crams Farm Reserve 

March 8th General Meeting and Supper — Clubhouse - 7:30pm   

March 20th Cars n’ Coffee 

March 31st Wednesday club run - TBA 

APRIL 

April 7th Committee Meeting—Clubhouse @7.00pm 

April 11th Sunday Club Run—TBA 

April 12th General Meeting and Supper — Clubhouse - 7:30pm   

April 17th Cars n’ Coffee 

April 28th Wednesday club run - TBA 

MAY  

May 5th  Committee Meeting—Clubhouse @7.00pm 

May 9th Sunday Club Run—TBA 

May 10th General Meeting and Supper — Clubhouse - 7:30pm   
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Happy New Year All! 

What a shocker of a year we have just had, let’s hope 2021 

brings on better things. Luckily, here in Queensland, we’ve 

been largely unaffected by Covid apart from the initial spike 

we had when it first arrived. Your Committee is continuing 

to plan for our usual events for the coming year; the Swap has been booked for July 

24th and the postponed “All British Day” is going to be re-scheduled for later on in 

the year. 

The month of January is usually a very quiet time as we don’t hold meetings or go 

on car runs, however this year we have been quite busy. A lot of work went into 

preparing for the All British Day to be held on 10th of the month which,  

unfortunately, had to be cancelled at the last minute. We also held our combined 

members Garage Sale at the clubhouse on 23rd January followed by a shared lunch 

with the Kustoms of Australia club members; this was a great success and some of 

us decided to put our cars on display at the Heritage Museum. 

By the time you receive this copy we will be in February with the first Run of the 

year  to happen on Sunday 14th, we are heading to Boonah to view a Motor Cycle 

museum followed by lunch at the Beaudesert RSL. Time to get your jalopy out to 

blow away the cobwebs it has been gathering over the break. Many thanks to  

Kerena Crediton for planning and arranging this run. I’d like many more members 

to show this level of enthusiasm and helping out on club events. 

The club itself is going ahead in leaps and bounds, we have had a recent surge in 

memberships and the events are being very well attended. We have managed to 

keep our finances at a good level despite not being able to hold our Swap Meet last 

year and  we have been receiving some good radio publicity on 94.1 FM. 

The picture you see above is of a 1965 mini 850 that is going to be my next  

restoration, I’m a glutton for punishment but at least it’s quite a small car. It’s been 

sitting in a barn (yes really) for the last 16 years so will need a lot of work. If any of 

you have vehicle under restoration why not send some progress pictures and a few 

words to Karen to include in the magazine, I’m sure other members would be  

interested in what you are doing. 

Finally—Vale Mel Frey, a great club man who man who will be missed. 

    Cheers  Col 
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Last Club Run for 2020 
 

On Wednesday 26th November ten 
club cars plus one Modern arrived 
bright and early for our trip to  
Beenleigh  Historical Village and  
Museum. Travelling through Gilston and Maudsland, we arrived at  
Highland Reserve Park on Rose Valley Way for Morning Tea. Everyone 
enjoyed the chat and we were joined by some water birds looking for  

something to eat. 

 
Continuing along Reserve Road and 
Old Coach Road to Rifle Range Road 
where we crossed the M1 and travelled 

through the industrial area where all the  
semi-trailers were being loaded from cold 
storage depots. Crossing back across the 
M1, some  people stopped at Yatala Pies to 
purchase their lunch. Arriving at the  
Beenleigh Historical Village we were  

directed to a parking 
area set aside for our cars. 
Everyone enjoyed reminiscing as they inspected all 
the old buildings restored from the early Beenleigh 
settlement including the original Council Chambers. 
Also, a homestead from a 

nearby cane farm is being restored. There was 
also a lot of vehicles, mowers and  machinery 
all well preserved, on display. 
The people who didn’t purchase pies were  
happy to support the Village by purchasing 
lunch. We welcomed our new member Karl in his Mercury Comet and 
also new members Tony and Trudy Jenkinson who joined us for lunch. 
Thanks to Bill Budd for organising a great day. The Twenty people who 
attended enjoyed reminiscing and were happy to see everything preserved 

in such good  
condition. 
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2020 Christmas Luncheon 

Unfortunately, due to Covid, the Nerang RSL would only let us 

have 50 people for our Christmas 

luncheon, as we were classed as 

part of their restaurant allowed 

quota which meant thata lot of 

our members missed out in attending in which we were truly 

sorry for. 

The food was a mixed Christmas 

roast and was very tasty. There 

was a lot of good cheer, especially from our raffle 

winners. The funds made from the raffle went towards our  

donation to the Westpac Lifesaver Helicopter Fund. Our thanks 

to the  organizer’s for the day, especially  

Leonie Brown who put a lot of work into it, 

and our President Col Hayes. 
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Vale Mel Frey 

It is with sadness we say farewell to  
another one of our members. Mel along with 
his wife Judith have been long term active 
members of the GCAAC. Due to his health in 

the past few years he was not able to participate in the club  
activities, but was kept up to date with events in the club, as Judy 
would take our magazine into the Nursing Home and read it  

cover to cover to Mel. 

Mel & Judy had lived in NZ for 30 years where Mel worked for 
the Montana Wine Co. Being there for that long he had picked 
up some of the NZ accent. But he would strongly tell you he was 
born in Australia and was Oz through and through. While living in 
Auckland Mel had purchased a 32’ bare yacht 
hull and outfitted the entire boat himself, which 

was a massive feat. 

On their return to Australia in 1996 they 
brought back with them their 1957 Daimler 
Century nicknamed “Dolly” which they had purchased in 1993 
from a doctor who was the original owner. Then they became 
members of GCAAC where Mel and Judy attended many happy 
outings and events in “Dolly” and much later a 1973 Mercedes 

Benz 450 Coupe. 

Mel also had a great love of motorcycles, the rarest he had was 
a 1949 French Magnat Debon C4TS 500cc single cylinder  
machine that he lovingly restored. It is believed that only six of 
this particular model exist in the world today.  
Mel was a particularly well read person, he had a wonderful 
knowledge on automotive and mechanical matters also his   
general knowledge was amazing. Mel did like to chat and would 
talk at lengths on all sorts of subjects plus he would now and then 

throw in these crazy jokes.  
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Our heartfelt best wishes go to Judith, it was a privilege to have 

Mel as a member of our club and he will be missed by many.  

Here is what Mel wrote about his unusual 

French Bike: 

Magnat-Debon started making bikes in  
Grenoble, in the mountainous South East 
of France, in 1905 and by 1906 had already had competition 
success, winning the Ventoux hillclimb that year. As well as racing 
success, commercial sales were not far behind and a V twin of 
1914 was a great success. The firm was taken over by Terrot 
from Dijon, the other French manufacturer, in 1929. Special  
racing engines were built in 1932 and it was decided that these 
were to be made available to private competitors, badged as 
Magnat-Debon. I found my Magnat-Debon completely by  
accident in 1996. We were living in Auckland, New Zealand at 
the time and long-time friends and fellow club members Keith 
and Pat Williams had come to New Zealand to join us in the New 
Zealand Vintage Car Club’s 50thAnniversary Rally. The day  
before their return to Australia we ventured by chance into a  
local bike shop that specialised in restoring and selling bikes that 
had come from North America. At the back of the shop was a 
lean-to affair with all of the “rubbish” in it and when we peered 
into this we found this odd looking bike that neither of us had  
ever heard of, Magnat-Debon.  I was particularly intrigued as I 
had lived for a time in France and although it was obvious from 
the name that it was French and I thought that I was familiar with 
most of the makes, I had never heard of this one. It turned out to 
be a 1949 Magnat-Debon C4TS. In the days that followed the 
Williams’ return to Australia I received a phone call from Keith to 
say that this strange bike was pretty rare and, as far as could be 
ascertained, none existed in Australia and there were only six 
world-wide. We were in the throes of packing to return home to 
Australia and a motor bike to restore was not high on our list of 

priorities at the time, but I went back to the bike shop to have  
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another look.  The story that emerged was that the bike belonged 
to the guy in Canada (hence the French connection) who collected 
the British and American bikes that they restored for container 
shipment for “selling on my behalf if they could”. They  
naturally had no interest in the bike and put it in the back shed 
and forgot about it. It appeared to be fairly complete, but  
certainly in need of a full restoration. I half-heartedly made a  
silly offer on the bike and was taken aback to have it accepted 
by Fax three hours later. It was duly picked up and literally  
loaded straight into our container. The restoration was relatively 
straightforward but would have been impossible without the help 
of Keith Williams again, who, during a trip to Europe was able to 
put me in touch with the Terrot Club in France. They were able to 
supply me with all the necessary documentation and, in some  

cases, the parts to bring this unusual bike back to life  

Australia Day 

What a great day we had celebrating 

Australia Day jointly with our  

neighboring club Kustoms of Australia 

GC along with the Hinterland Heritage 

Museum.  

A lot of our members had their club cars on 

display at the museum for the public to view. 

The Museum then held the flag   
raising ceremony which is always a good 

sight to see.  

We had about ninety people in attendance.  Our celebrations  

began with the president asking for 4 members from each of the 

clubs to volunteer to participate in a games tournament. Giving 

each person a number he then picked  

numbers to make up two teams which consisted of 
both GCAAC and Kustoms members. The teams 
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were then named Holden V’s Ford. The 

rest of the gathering had to pick which 

team they were going to cheer on. The 
players had to show their skills at  

Bocce, Horse Shoe tosssing, Golf and Darts.  A lesson was 

learned in a near miss, don’t walk behind a dart board when darts 

a being thrown. After the scores were tallied Ford had won but 
due to game tampering (and the President cheat-

ing), Ford lost points so Holden came out on top. 

We then sat down to a lovely BBQ lunch and 

dessert. It was a fun day and big thanks goes to all who helped 
put it  together, the hard  working team in the kitchen and our 
BBQ cooks Graham and Albert. A special big thank you goes to 
Leonie Brown who, as usual, had done a lot of work  
towards organizing the food so everyone had plenty  
to eat. 

 
HELP WANTED. 

Mechanical help with trouble-shooting, basic repairs and  

servicing of vintage cars (1928 Willy’s Whippet & 1928 Essex 

Super Six). New to owning vintage cars and not particularly  
mechanical, I am still learning and would appreciate any  

assistance. Happy to pay for your time and or recommendations 

for possible mechanic I live Tallebudgera thanks your help. Ian 

Abraham 0423045565. 

Pictures are examples of what type of 
car Ian is talking about. Cheers Karen 
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Cars N’ Coffee 

20th December 

Well the last meet of 2020 was a wet and miserable affair which sums up 
2020 very well . it was a huge success for such 
an abhorrent day with close to 80 cars turning 
up and waving a collective goodbye to the 
year. The Car of the Meet went to a beautiful 
1957 Ford  
Fairlane Coupe in Green & White. It looked 
ravishing with its bulbous chrome bumpers and other jewellery and thick 
white walled shoes. It was sublime.  
My all time favourite and voted to be one of the most beautiful cars and  

certainly the most innovative car to have been ever 
produced, ie. the magnificent Citroen DS23 Pallas 
was also present. It was so quirky and odd that it was 
a real people magnet, attracting quite a few people. 
Citroen revolutionised the automobile with this  
offering and it still boasts many innovations which 

are only now appearing in modern vehicles such as headlights which turn 
with the steering, a front crumple zone which slid the engine under the cabin 
in an accident and a tear drop shape to make it more 
slippery. Of course, who can go past their hydro-
pneumatic self-levelling suspension. Able to be 
drive on 3 wheels and being credited with saving the 
life of President Charles De Gaulle when assassins 
tried to shoot out his tires but the DS kept driving at 
speed. De Gaulle was never driven in any other car again.  
There were plenty of other interesting vehicles present, like the last Bentley 

Brooklands R to be sold in Australia, a Bentley 
produced before VW took over and still had their 
trademark British Character, the Black and Gold 
Mustang GT350, the fantastic Gold Jaguar XJS 
V12, the Honda NSX – which was an exercise 

by Honda to prove that supercars can be reliable and easy to drive unlike the 
offerings of the Europeans, the 
brand new Porsche GT3 in classic 
Guards Red and so many more.  
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16th January 

Welcome to 2021. The 1st meet was absolute terrific. We 
had about 200 cars if not more, with plenty of flow through 
traffic as people left and new ones came to take their place. 
There were even cars parked across the road and on the median strip outside 
the venue. The coveted car of the meet went to a sprightly 1974 Datsun  
Bluebird SSS in full racing livery. Out of so many contenders it really stood 

out.  
One of my favourites was a ’58 Ford Bread van. It was 
painted in the most wonderful Turquoise and Cream  
combination really making it stand out. Next to it was a 
classic Morgan +4 in yellow. Introduced in 1936, this  
chassis was produced until 2020, making it the longest  

running production car architecture in the world. Each Morgan is still built 
the old fashion way with a Ash wood frame over a steel 
chassis. The frame being entirely carved by hand making it 
truly bespoke.  
Another classic was the Jaguar XJS V12 Convertible. This 
was the successor of the popular XKE Type sharing design 
cues like the long bonnet and rakish roadster low slung body. This particular 

one in Blue with Grey interior was “bellissima”. 
Right opposite this were the 3 VW Kombi vans. 3 
different body stylings which showed off the  
coming of age of one of the most iconic vehicles 

of all time. Speaking of iconic, who could go past the Jensen Interceptor. A 
name which conjures up vivid  visions of British fighter planes blowing the  
Luftwaffe out of the sky. A name which evoked instant patriotism which the 
company hoped would result in sales. It was basically a car with an  
American Chrysler Powerplant, Italian Styling and a luxuries British  
featuring the finest leather and wood. If only cars were made 
like this today rather than cost cutting measures and built-in 
obsolescence.  
Next to the Jensen was a Porsche 993 Turbo. This was the 
last of the famous air-cooled Porsches and their farewell 
swansong. This had the largest 3.6L engine with turbos and only produced in 
limited number in 1995, because in 1996 the released the new 996, i.e. the 
new 911 water cooled. This is now highly prized amongst collectors and very 
rarely do they come up for sale.  
We have grown ten fold since our 1st meet 5 years ago attracting 18 cars. It 
is now the only major free car meet on the Gold Coast attracting a huge  
variety of cars and all ages. To view all the cars, please visit https://

www.facebook.com/carsandcoffeegoldcoast                                    S J Parekh 
 

https://www.facebook.com/carsandcoffeegoldcoast
https://www.facebook.com/carsandcoffeegoldcoast
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GCAAC 40th Anniversary   Rally to Cape York 1979  
.  
 

It just dawned on me that it was all those years ago that Peter 
Harris and Marie, and Val and I first planned a rally to the cape. 
Bearing in mind there was no road in those days and the only 
way to get there was on the old Telegraph track, used by the guys 
to service the overseas telephone line. Both Peter and I were no 
strangers to outback travel so we believed unaided we would take 
our families to the top. So, I could use a car on concessional rego 
we advertised to all clubs, sat back and waited for the takers that 
did not reply. This turned out to be a mistake as when a  
Rockhampton club saw our invitation, they decided to do the 
same only a week earlier as it turned out. More on that later.   
Peter readied his Fiat 501, but I have no car suitable as my 14/40 
Vauxhall was too good to put it through the tracks we had to  
cover. With 6 months till our set off date I looked and found an 
old basket case Model A ute and set about to recondition it. I  
extended the tray so our three kids could sleep in it and up out of 
crocodile reach.  The first test run on the A Ford was the King of 
The Mountains [ see old News Letters]. 
You have to appreciate 3 kids, fuel drums, food for 2 weeks and 
water containers on the running boards as after Moreton  
Telegraph Station and back again you had to carry your own fuel. 
We wanted to do this trip unaided and as it happened, we 
did.  Karen was 13. Mark 11, Troy 4.  What could go wrong? 
The round trip was 4200 MILES and took a month.  
We set off and things went well till Bowen when the A Mod  
decided to eat my homemade air cleaner that was going to stop 
the bull dust from entering the engine. It made strange choking 
noises and gave us all a fright. Never daunted we stopped a  
couple of nights and filled the Tucker boxes for the next 2 weeks 
section. After Mount Malloy the  serious rough, rocky and dusty 
roads started.  We tented each night on the banks of the many 
rivers we had to ford. That was done with canvas over the front 
and we waded every creek and river and we stood in the water 
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marking the safe course through. When we struck deep sand and 
mud, we wrapped the wheels with a very heavy Trawler mooring 
rope to give a chain like bite into the track.  Last fuel at  
Musgrave station then onto the Wenlock river deep with a very 
steep approach.  From here I had it planned to go into the old 
Mining ruins of Wenlock. We camped and spent a day looking at 
steam pumps, steam engines, old humpies, blacksmith sheds with 
miles of overhead shafting and pulleys, most homemade out of 
wood etc. That night we had a big win as a group of Weipa 
workers pulled in near our camp and set up for the weekend and 
gave us a slab of ice cold Beer 4 pounds of fillet steaks and soft 
drinks for the kids. They said enjoy its part of our ration we get 
for a weekend away and we chuck what we don't eat. The  
Leyland Brothers had done a program up there and had found it 
the year before, so we were very lucky to have seen it. Fires have 
since gone through and damaged the remains. 
For those of you that have been lucky enough to do the cape you 
would be familiar with Gunshot creek and its near vertical drop 
into the creek. We managed it with no damage but dreaded the 
thought as to how we could possibly get back up. And yes, we 
did. By the way it was the only way up in those times. Here we 
struck some of the vintage cars I mentioned they were heading 
home they told us they had had enough. They said they were  
envious of what we were doing and that we were unaided, He 
said their team was so big it made it not so much fun. The others 
in the party were still up ahead but I must point out they had a 
service club and modern back up cars and a Tandem trailer to 
take most across the river crossings. We were just our little 
group. Coen Sexchange Hotel was memorable (in 1976 a group 
of drunk plumbers armed with the letter S had added it to the  
Exchange Hotel). The NQ Lager also cleared the bulldust from 
the throats Last fuel till Moreton Telegraph Station.  
TROUBLE.  The A Mod water pump got the death rattles and 
that night I dismantled it to see what was wrong. Brand new shaft 
but the cheap repro was mild steel shaft running on needle roller   
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race the cage of which had worn halfway through the shaft. Can't 
repair that on the riverbank to press on to Morten. The telecom 
foreman said we have oxy welding gear but apart from basic 
tools and big electric drill that was it.  I thought about it and 
came up with the idea of bronzing up the great chunk out of the 
shaft then put the shaft in the electric belly buster drill, got a big 
lump of wood drilled a hole and filled it with grease. With the 
wood in the vice peter spun the drill shaft located in the hole 
voila we have a lathe. 3hours later with an old file and the shaft 
is ready to fit. When I sold the car 2 years later the pump was 
still working and what's more, no leaks. We filled the cars and all 
our fuel tins up with the 244gallon drums we had ordered 6 
months before. These were to take us all the way to the top and 
return to Moreton telegraph station.     Lots of rivers and creeks 
later we have one hurdle left to get to the Jardine river. Canal 
Creek I think it was. Round tree logs around four or five inches 
in diameter laid lengthwise across the creek, trouble is our tyres 
are only 4 inches wide and we will surely slip between the cracks 
and gaps everywhere. With careful guidance and the odd hail 
Mary we got ourselves over. Up ahead the Jardine River. 
Much celebrations and 3 day spell, Mark caught fish and Peter 
and I looked through the old wartime fuel dumps to try to find 4 
44 gallon drums with the plan to lash one on each wheel and 
push the cars across the 70 odd meters of river[ no ferry in those 
days].  We did no good and after 3 4-wheel drives  stalling in  
water to the height of the bonnet  even after they had spent a day 
or so waterproofing, electrics hoses on the exhaust ,canvas over 
the front and underneath.  
The look on their faces when they opened the doors to get out 
with sleeping bags, pillows and all and sundry floating out. The 

retrieval was something else also.  After a couple of days  

draining oil and water and drying out, they did all manage to get 

going again and head home more the wiser.  Ok, no way can we 
get the last few miles in ours, perhaps we might have a chance, 

but we have got a long way back so decided against it.  
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A guy in an old rough Land Rover asked us if we would like to 
make the trip.  He took us up and back and showed us the old 
wartime sites. That is of course after we helped him waterproof 
everything on his rig. 
And so, we made the tip. What a great trip.  On the way back the 
landy broke its rear diff and here we are with the Jardine river in 
front of us dusk and getting darker by the minute. I told everyone 
the only hope we had was to walk through the river, chest deep 
Troy on my shoulders single file. My instructions were the tents 
are on the other side, there could be crocks in the river so don't 
stop and quickly march. We got out of the river on the other side 
totally buggered. The water almost shoulder deep in places.  That 
night we cracked a bottle of champers that Peter had brought 
along for the occasion. Rest day then the easy part head for 
home.  
Peters Fiat 501 went great and apart from the floorboards falling 
out on the corrugations taking half his tools with them. A quick 
patch up and off again. Biggest drama was his tail shaft broke 
and it has the pinion gear attached to it. A new shaft was sent to 
Marlborough, lucky that was on the way up. Also, he broke one 
axle. These are prone to happen on this model, but no problems 
he carried two spares. A memorable adventure and we all agreed 
we would never have missed it for quids.  
 

Written by Bob Theobald 

 
 

Light Note: 
 

Do you know a way to really freak out someone that 
works at a car dealership? 

You say “Tell me if you can hear me”, then get in the 
trunk and start screaming. 
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VOLUNTEERS FOR CLUB SUPPERS 

I am in need of a assistant to help with supper at our 

meetings. 

If you are able to help for either a couple of nights or 

permanently it would be great. 

Please contact me on 0411092561. 

Many thanks Leonie. 

Catering Officer. 

 
 
 
 
 

Club Merchandise  

Club Shirts $25.00 (without pockets)  

Club Shirts ($35.00 with pockets)  

Club Jackets $35:00  

Bumper Badges $20:00  

Club Key Rings $5.00  

Club Patches $5.00  

Window Stickers $1:00  
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  A lot of the Swap Meets and Shows are still Cancelled due 
to Covid-19. 

Now that the Borders are open, the Tweed Valley Restorers 
Car Club has invited us again to join them along with the 
Lismore Car Club at a Picnic at Crams Farm Reserve on the 
7th March.   

Unless things change with Covid Rules, this will be our 
Sunday run for March where we usually drive down in a 
group having morning tea, and taking a picnic lunch at 
Crams Farm and socialising with the other two clubs. More 
information will be forthcoming closer to the date. 
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 Which Famous American is a Rev Head  
 

The newly elect President Joe Biden. 

Joe’s father didn’t have a lot of money, 
but he ran the largest Chevrolet  
dealership in the states for years. Upon 
Joe’s upcoming marriage to Neilia (his first wife now  
deceased) his father said he would take Neilia’s 1965 Tempest 
and Joe’s 1963 Chevy to do up for them, then instead he  
presented them with a 1967 Corvette Stingray as a wedding 
gift in August 1967. Then years later Joe’s son’s Beau and 
Hunter had the engine rebuilt as a Christmas present. The  
engine that his sons had rebuilt for him is the original 327 V8 
making around 300 hp, paired to a four-speed manual  
gearbox.  Although that doesn’t sound like much by today’s 

standards, 300 hp without traction control, 
driver aids, and miles of computer code 
designed to keep us alive can be a lot to 
handle.  
 

In 2016 appearing in a special preview for the “Jay Leno’s 
Garage”, show then Vice President Biden was able to secure 
permission from the Secret Service to drive his four speed 
Stingray. That’s a gift not often bestowed upon a sitting VP, 
who is normally restricted from driving until at least six 
months after he leaves office. 
 
“I owe you big,” Biden tells Leno, moments before pulling a 
massive burnout at a secure Washington D.C. training facility. 
“You realize this is only the third time I’ve gotten to drive this 
in seven years?” “It feels great! I’ve always loved to drive,” 
Biden says. “I shouldn’t say it on [television] — I like speed.” 
Even though he is hesitant to admit it on TV, he mentions that 
he has  had  the Corvette to the limit  at 152  mph   back in his  
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younger years. I don’t know about you but that sounds like a 
gear head to me. 
Given the chance to drive again, after his  
tenure as Vice President, he naturally makes 
the most of it, opening up the engine every 
chance he gets. 

 
The sad part about this story, though, is that Biden’s days of en-
joying the car to his heart’s content are over. Presidents also fall 
under the Secret Service’s public-driving mandate, and remain so 
for the rest of their lives. You see, ex-presidents 
are provided lifetime security by the Service, so as long as those 
guys are watching over Biden, he won’t ever be seeing any 
wheel time again on public roads with his Corvette.  
Maybe they can give him some  
private track days in the future? We all 
know what kind of problems he’ll be 
facing now he has assumed office. 

Information provided by Wayne Robson. 

 
 
 

Garage Sale 23 January 

Quite a few members took advantage to sell their unwanted 

wares at our garage sale. Punters came through in dribs and 

drabs, and having the Sausage Sizzle also made some money for 
the club. To make sure we have more coverage next time I  

suggest we put an ad in the paper, but this would mean stall 

holders would have to contribute towards the cost. We usually 

have the event in November, but Covid stopped that last year. 

Would you like to have another Garage Sale this coming  
November? Let us know what you think. Cheers Karen 
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Please let me know if you have sold your articles or found the items you 
have asked for. Editor. 

***FOR SALE*** 
Various NARD1 Steering hubs & gear knobs, gators. All new stock, 
Contact Sohan 0435638528 

__________________ 
Roof Rack 4 Wheel Drive, very good condition. $50 Leo Janssen 
55305559 

_______________ 
 

Holden Colorado Genuine Tonneau Cover suit RG (2012-2016) LTZ with sports 
bars, Only 15 months old, removed from vehicle to fix lockable hard cover, as new in 
perfect condition with all fittings and screws.  $120 contact Peter AJ on 0413 379 410 

 _______________ 

71 Celica 1600 Motor & 5sp G/Box—Barry 0408961426 

__________________________________________________ 
*** WANTED*** 
Cathedrals for back mudguards of early Chev, Willy’s etc. They were 
a one-off market item. Email Barrie - barrieheyen55@gmail.com 

__________________ 
Wing Mirror for 1937 Morris 8. Phone Philip 0415 219 520  

__________________ 
Door Handles for 1929 Chevrolet. Phone Albert 5530 4627  

_______________ 

VK BELINA dash buttons for aerial up & down Ph Geoff Miller 
0475 053 
__________________________________________________ 
***GIVEAWAY*** 
Heaps of 1926-28 Willey’s (Wippet—Overland) parts. 

Phone Barrie Heyen 5545 4565 
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